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From the president

Personal Responsibility and 
the Culture of Safety

    Christopher Hedley, MD  |  Medical Staff

According to a 2013 research review paper, more than 200,000   

preventable adverse events occur each year that contribute to the death  

of a hospitalized patient.  If these events were spread evenly 

among all the hospitals in the country, it would equal roughly 

three such patient deaths per hospital per month.

 Safety experts believe that the number of mistakes and 

errors that cause harm but not death are likely even greater. 

Furthermore, it is not just patients that are at risk. Data from 

the Bureau of Labor Statistics show that the chance of sus-

taining an injury or illness resulting in days away from work is 

higher in hospitals than in construction and manufacturing. 

 We need to improve safety for our patients and for  

ourselves, and like all problems, the first step is talking about 

 it honestly. Health care is and always has been complex,  

dangerous work. When a life is on the line, things move quickly 

and the chance of making a serious mistake is high. We have 

improved safety by building better systems, like alerts when a potentially 

dangerous drug interaction is detected, and through policies like mandatory 

continued on page 3

Board meeting. As provided by the Bylaws of the Governing Body and as the designated 

sub-committee of the Governing Board the following items were presented and approved by 

the Medical Executive Committee of June 5, 2017 and by the Governing Board on June 22, 2017.      
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medical staff news

“All men make 

mistakes, but a 

good man yields 

when he knows his 

course is wrong, 

and repairs the  

evil. The only  

crime is pride.” 

   –  Sophocles,   

       Antigone      
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Administrative reports
Please go to SharePoint→ Medical Staff Services →Board 
Approved Items → 2017 and select June 2017.

Chen, Justin A., MD

Internal Medicine

301 S. Fair Oaks Ave

Suite 405

Pasadena, CA 91105

P: (626) 352-0010

F: (626) 228-3520 

Dekermenjian, Rony, MD

Neurology

625 S Fair Oaks Ave

Suite 325

Pasadena, CA 91105

P: (626) 535-9344

F: (626) 535-9387 

Denham, Jeffrey H., MD

Internal Medicine

39 Congress Street

Suite 201B

Pasadena, CA 91105

P: (626) 793-6113

F: (626) 793-8013

Glasberg, Talia V., MD

Pediatrics

100 West California Boulevard

Neonatal Department

Pasadena, CA 91109

P: (626) 397-3826

F: (626) 397-2181

Kiankhooy, Armin, MD

Cardiothoracic Surgery

1520 San Pablo St HC-2 Suite 4300

Los Angeles, CA 90033

P: (323) 442-5849

F: (323) 442-5956

Thein, Patrick K., MD

Obstetrics & Gynecology

10 Centimeters Drive

Mauldin, SC 29662

P: (800) 967-2289

F: (855) 814-0638

Wazni, Wled, MD

Neurology

440 E Huntington Dr

Arcadia, CA 91006

P: (626) 538-7009

F: (626) 538-7009

Pager: (414) 557-4931

Medical staff appointments
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President Message contInueD

patient ID verification and time outs. However, in focusing on systems  

improvement, we also can’t ignore personal responsibility in error prevention. 

the fact is that adverse events rarely happen out of the blue. usually there  

are many near misses before the day comes when a mistake that causes  

harm takes place. When we observe a situation or a behavior that seems risky 

and don’t say anything because no one was harmed, we make more serious 

errors possible. 

 to improve safety, we need to admit that we are all capable of making  

errors that harm patients or our ourselves and discuss how to respond to  

these mistakes. the culture of Safety Survey Huntington Hospital recently 

completed is one way we further this conversation. It helps us create bench-

marks for how easy or hard it is to speak out about risks we may observe and 

how safe we believe our workplaces are. Based on the results, we can target 

our efforts to improve both our systems and our support for each other.

 In nearly every error, there is both a system component and a human 

factor. the safest systems hit that sweet spot between having strong error-

prevention systems in place and a culture of personal responsibility. A 

human-system engineering approach holds that there are three types of 

mistakes people make that fall on a spectrum of personal responsibility. on 

one side are human errors. An example of this is running a stop sign because 

you simply didn’t see it. on the other side are reckless behaviors. An example 

of this is driving drunk. In the middle are at-risk behaviors, such as speeding. 

You know that you are going faster than the law allows but you believe the risk 

is small and the result (getting where you are going faster) justifies breaking 

the rule. 

 consider your own driving behavior. If you are a careful driver, it would 

be very unusual for you to either miss a stop sign or drive drunk. However, 

you’ve probably exceeded the speed limit quite a few times when the risk 

seemed small. 

 now think about your day-to-day work in medicine. Was there a time  

you skipped a safety step or cut a corner to save a little time? Most errors that 

end up causing harm are not due to carelessness or recklessness but rather 

due to underestimating the risk of bending the rules a little bit. When we are 

honest and open in discussing risks due to both system issues and our own 

human tendency toward at-risk behavior, we can greatly improve safety for 

our patients and ourselves. 

References
 1.  James J. A new, evidence-based estimate of patient harms associated with hospital 
care. J Patient Safety. 2013;9(3):122-128.
 2.  u.S. Department of Labor and u.S. occupational Safety and Health Administration. 
caring for our caregivers: Facts about hospital worker safety. Washington Dc: u.S. 
Department of Labor; 2013. 

CME corner 

If you would like a copy of you CME 

credit report please contact Gladys 

Bonas via email at Gladys.Bonas@

huntingtonhospital.com

If you would like to  

submit an article to  

be published in the  

Medical Staff Newsletter 

please contact Gladys  

Bonas, (626) 397-3770  

or Gladys.bonas@

huntingtonhospital.com.

 Articles must be 

submitted no later than  

the first Friday of every 

month.
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From the

Health  
Science  
library
Refresh your Advanced  
ovid Searching Skills in 
Under 10 minutes

The ovid platform contains meDlINe and other databases for searching the biomedical literature. Searching with the 

advanced interface and utilizing subject headings and search operators (AnD, oR, not) can go a long way toward focusing 

your search and finding relevant literature for your clinical query.

Get a quick refresher on advanced searching techniques with the below videos – both under 5 minutes! 

Advanced Search: mapping

https://www.brainshark.com/wkovid/vu?pi=zGIzv5W4z2tkwz0

this video runs 4.5 minutes and provides a brief overview of how to map your keywords onto controlled vocabulary or 

subject headings. Medline’s MeSH or emcare’s emtree subject headings map all the ways a concept might be expressed in  

the literature onto a word or phrase. For example, “oral cancer” maps to the subject heading Mouth neoplasms. Searching  

for Mouth neoplasms instead of oral cancer will retrieve articles on mouth cancer, cancer of the mouth, oral cancer, oral  

neoplasms and more. even though this may result in too many citations, results can then be limited by date, publication type 

or other parameters to further refine and manage the number of articles retrieved.

Mapping (or “Map term to Subject Heading”) can be used in the following databases on ovid:

•	 Medline
•	 Healthstar
•	 Ovid	Emcare

Advanced Search: Keyword Searching

https://www.brainshark.com/wkovid/vu?pi=zGizmBR69z2tkwz0

this video runs 4 minutes and shows how to search in the Advanced Search mode with keywords and Boolean operators 

(AnD, oR, not). Keyword searching can be used in any of the databases.

Want refreshers on many other tips & techniques for search ovid? Access other brief videos at: http://www.ovid.com/site/

support/training.jsp#tabs2

How do I access ovid? ovid is accessible from the library’s website. Log in to cerner and click on the “Health Sciences 

Library” link on the grey bar from within the Powerchart. once on the library’s homepage, scroll down until you see the links 

to ovid Medline or ovid. 

Don’t use Cerner? contact the library about an openAthens account which will allow you to access all the library’s  

databases, ebooks & ejournals from offsite: library@huntingtonhospital.com, x5161.
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Celebrating 
milestones

T
he following physicians 

hit a service milestone  

in the month of July.  

The medical staff would  

like to recognize the following 

physicians for their service and 

dedication to Huntington Hospital.

10 Years (on staff 07/2007)

Haddad, Issac M., MD

Pediatrics

Kazazian, Shant, MD

Internal Medicine

Min, Caroline L., MD

Plastic Surgery

5 Years (on staff 07/2012)

Gabrielian, Victor A., MD 

Cardiovascular Disease

Ballow, Shana L., DO

General Surgery

Dellinger, Thanh H., MD 

Gynecologic Oncology

Lantry, Selena A., MD

Obstetrics & Gynecology

id you know that simply sitting instead of standing  

when talking to a patient can lead to more effective  

communication? 

 When you sit at eye level with patients, it conveys that you are more 

open, friendly and relaxed and that the patient has your undivided 

attention. Meeting the patient at their level when they are vulnerable 

demonstrates compassion, respect and empathy and fosters a trusting 

relationship. effective communication is associated with improved out-

comes, greater patient compliance and increased patient satisfaction.

 Also, patients perceive that you spend 15% more time with them 

when you sit versus stand! A small stool has been placed in several  

patient rooms as part of a pilot program and everyone is encouraged  

to take a moment to sit with our patients. We’d like to hear from you 

about your ‘commit to Sit’ experience! 

Please email patientexperience@huntingtonhospital.com.

‘Commit to Sit’ for more 
effective communication 
with patients.

D
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From the

Clinical  
Documentation 
Specialists
Does your patient have an expected 
post-operative complication or a 
true complication from the surgery?

Document if a certain diagnosis is either a tRue complication  

or an InteGRAL (expected) outcome of a procedure.

 these diagnoses may impact length of stay and/or additional  

procedures and can be flagged as patient safety indicators or  

hospital acquired conditions.

 Below are some of the frequent diagnoses post-surgery that  

require documentation clarification:

Acute Respiratory Failure

	 •	 Only	document	“Post	Operative	Respiratory	Failure”	if	O2	or	vent	support	needed > 48 hrs.

  (link with surgery as a complication or due to underlying condition e.g. HF, coPD)

	 •	 Instead,	consider	Post operative vent management – when not extubated immediately after surgery and  

  no indicators of failure, as some major procedures (like cABG,thoracotomy) may require longer and expected  

  ventilator management

Anemia

	 •	 Acute	Blood	Loss	Anemia	(ABLA)	–	excessive	blood	loss	occurring	intra/post	operatively	and	document	if	 
  treatment was provided (eg. blood transfusion)

	 •	 Consider	expected	ABLA	in	cases	without	significant	blood	loss	or	an	expected	part	of	the	post-surgical	course

Shock/Hypotension

	 •	 Clarify	the	type	of	shock	(eg.	hypovolemic,	cardiogenic)
	 •	 Clarify	if	due	to	the	surgery	or	due	to	an	associated	medical	condition

Laceration/Puncture

	 •	 True	complication	(eg.	bowel	perforation	or	rupture	of	blood	vessels)
	 •	 Expected/Integral/Inherent	to	the	procedure	(eg.	due	to	extensive	adhesions)	eg.	expected	serosal	tear	due	 
  to extensive adhesions

If you have any questions, you can always reach a CDI at x3662
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June 12, 2017 

 

Memo to: Huntington Hospital Physicians 

 

Re: Physician directory on our external website, www.huntingtonhospital.org 

 

WHO: Members from the following categories will be automatically included in an update to our 

physician directory: Active, Affiliate, Associate, Courtesy, Consulting, Provisional, AHP-Active and 

Provisional. 

 

WHAT: The information in our external physician directory will be updated so it is the same as 

the current information in the Medical Staff Services Department data base.  

 

WHERE: www.huntingtonhospital.org/findadoctor  

 

WHEN: Effective July 2017  

 

WHY: The old physician directory was an opt-in system without a mechanism for automatic 

updates when physician information changed. The result was a directory with information that 

was not as accurate or complete as we would prefer to offer prospective patients. We have 

identified a solution that will improve the content of the directory and more accurately represent 

the physician base available to our community.  

                                                                                                      

HOW: Beginning July 2017, the ‘find a doctor’ section of our website will be informed by the 

content in the Medical Staff Services Department data base. Information that you have already 

provided to Medical Staff, such as specialties, office location and business contact information 

will be reflected in the external directory. We will NOT be sharing any personal or personal 

contact information. Please note, following our review of other hospitals and physician 

directories, we will no longer be sharing which insurance plans private physician offices may or 

may not accept. 

 

There is no action required by you at this time. If you have any questions, please contact 

Bobbie De La Rosa, Director, Medical Staff, by calling 626-397-3778. 

 

Thank you. 
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The acid test of any nation’s health 

care reform happens with a change 

in national administration. only 

when a president or minister who 

instigated reform departs and a new 

regime assumes power can we judge 

the durability of any reform law or 

program. Like it or not, now is that 

moment for the Affordable care Act 

(AcA) in the era of President Donald 

trump. over the coming months, 

u.S. society will decide, through the 

congress, which of President Barack 

obama’s reforms will survive and 

which will not.

on May 4, the u.S. House of 

Representatives, by a 217-to-213 vote, 

approved the American Health care 

Act (AHcA), legislation formulated 

to make far-reaching changes to 

the AcA and Medicaid.1 the AHcA 

would largely undo the AcA’s Medi-

caid expansion and subsidies for 

private health insurance, restructure 

Medicaid’s financing, permit state 

governments to waive popular AcA 

insurance-market reforms, and re-

peal AcA tax increases, among other 

changes. the congressional Budget 

office (cBo), in its May 24 analysis of 

the final House bill,2 estimated that, 

if enacted into law, it would result in 

14 million Americans losing health 

insurance by 2018 and 23 million 

by 2026, an $834 billion reduction 

between 2017 and 2026 in federal 

outlays for Medicaid, and 10-year 

deficit reduction of $119 billion.

the fate of the AcA and the 

AHcA now rest in the u.S. Senate, 

where prospects are uncertain. 

Almost certainly, any Senate legisla-

tion will differ substantially from the 

House bill. Although senators may 

take months or longer to devise and 

pass a bill, it is possible that members 

will move quickly or fail to find any 

compromise at all. As of late May, 

Senate leaders hope to have a bill 

approved by the Senate before their 

August recess and to send a final 

Senate–House plan to the President’s 

desk by the end of September.

Like their House counterparts, 

Senate Republican leaders are work-

ing hard to devise a bill negotiated 

only among the 52 GoP members, 

involving none of the chamber’s 48 

Democratic caucus members. Senate 

Majority Leader Mitch Mcconnell  

(R-KY) empaneled himself and 12 of 

his white male colleagues to formu-

late a plan — and then expanded the 

group after being criticized for the 

gender imbalance.

Leaders intend to bypass stand-

ing committees in passing their plan 

— Senator orrin Hatch (R-ut), chair 

of the Senate Finance committee, 

said on May 9, “I don’t think it’s going 

to go through the committees.”3 In 

2009, the Senate Health, education, 

Labor, and Pensions committee 

and the Senate Finance committee 

each held numerous public hearings 

and monthlong markup sessions in 

preparing legislation that became 

the AcA, considering hundreds of 

Republican-filed amendments.

As in the House, Republican 

senators will use the budget recon-

ciliation process to approve their bill, 

Prospects for Health Care 
Reform in the U.S. Senate 

continued on page 9

John E. McDonough, Dr.P.H., M.P.A.

May 31, 2017DoI: 10.1056/neJMp170643

Editorial comment: I offer this reprint of NEJM article as an excellent summary 

of the status of healthcare “reform” legislation. As an interesting byproduct of 

this process, insurers in California are permitted to file 2 sets of rates for ACA 

exchange plans for 2018, one assuming nothing passes by 2018, the other  

reflecting the House-passed ACHA; premium rates might then rise 2-5 fold  

in California — G. Littenberg
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which allows it to pass with 51 votes 

and blocks filibusters that require 

60 votes to overcome. Reconcilia-

tion rules limit provisions to matters 

with consequential impact on federal 

revenues and spending, forbidding 

extraneous provisions incidental to 

the federal budget, and placing at  

risk politically sensitive provisions  

included in the House-approved 

AHcA such as the ability of states 

to waive AcA insurance-market 

reforms. Republicans can lose only 

two votes from their 52 members, 

in which case Vice President Mike 

Pence may cast the deciding 51st 

vote; a loss of three or more would 

block passage if, as expected, all  

48 Democrats unite against a  

Republican plan. Also, any Senate  

bill cannot reduce the federal deficit 

by less than the House version’s  

$119 billion.

obtaining at least 50 Republican 

votes requires navigating a perilous  

set of policies advanced by the 

House. these address Medicaid, 

rules and premium subsidies for the 

private insurance market, tax cuts, 

and Planned Parenthood funding  

and abortion, among other issues. 

these are the essential pieces of the 

legislative puzzle that leaders must  

fit into place for any bill to pass.

twenty Senate Republicans 

represent states that expanded their 

Medicaid programs to cover all low-

income persons as permitted by the 

AcA, an expansion that the AHcA 

would erode substantially. the cBo 

estimated that 14 million Americans 

would lose Medicaid under the 

AHcA. Moreover, the AHcA would 

revolutionize Medicaid financing 

by establishing either capped per 

capita payments to states for each 

enrolled individual or block grants, 

ending Medicaid’s status as a federal 

entitlement. the cBo estimates the 

AHcA’s 10-year Medicaid spending 

reductions at $834 billion. though 

not going as far as the House plan, 

Republican senators are explor-

ing similar fundamental changes, 

outlined in a proposal advanced in 

March by four Republican governors 

organized by ohio’s John Kasich.4

to satisfy conservatives in the 

House Freedom caucus, House  

leaders amended the AHcA to 

permit states to waive popular AcA 

insurance-market reforms such as 

banning preexisting-condition exclu-

sions and lifetime or annual benefit 

caps. States could also eliminate or 

downgrade the AcA’s 10 “essential 

health benefits” in ways that could 

degrade employer-sponsored insur-

ance coverage as well. the AHcA 

would permit insurance companies 

to price older enrollees’ premiums 

at five times the rate for younger 

enrollees (the AcA allows up to 3:1 

variation), mobilizing opposition 

from senior organizations such as 

AARP. though experts on budget 

reconciliation question the viability 

of these changes under Senate rules, 

some senators advocate going further 

than the AHcA.

the AHcA also repeals AcA tax 

increases that finance the Medicaid 

and private-insurance expansions, in-

cluding taxes affecting the insurance, 

pharmaceutical, and medical device 

industries and taxes on wealthy 

households making more than 

$200,000 annually (0.9% on earned 

income and 3.8% on unearned 

income). trump and House Speaker 

Paul Ryan (R-WI) have emphasized 

links between repealing AcA taxes 

and their emerging tax-reform  

agenda. If Senate Republicans soften 

the House bill’s cuts in Medicaid 

coverage, private insurance coverage, 

Prospects for Health Care Reform in the U.S. Senate CONTINUED

continued on page 10
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Prospects for Health Care Reform in the U.S. Senate CONTINUED

or both, they may also need to lessen 

or delay the AHcA tax cuts to achieve 

the minimum budget-deficit savings 

required under Senate reconciliation 

rules. this trade-off highlights the 

essential tension in both the AcA and 

the AHcA between taxes and health 

insurance coverage.

the AHcA also bans all federal 

payments to Planned Parenthood 

for non–abortion-related services 

(payments for abortions are already 

prohibited) – a provision that, if 

included in a Senate bill, would cause 

Senators Susan collins (R-Me) and 

Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) to vote no. 

the AHcA also prohibits subsidies 

for any health insurance policy that 

includes abortion coverage (federal 

payments for those services are  

prohibited under the AcA); this  

provision would prohibit any  

subsidies to otherwise eligible  

families in states such as new York 

and california, where abortion  

coverage is a mandated benefit.  

In 2010, disagreements among Dem-

ocrats over abortion-related language 

nearly blocked the AcA’s passage.

three conservative senators – 

ted cruz (R-tX), Mike Lee (R-ut), 

and Rand Paul (R-KY) – have declared 

their opposition to any Senate bill 

less conservative than the AHcA. 

Also, Senators Bill cassidy (R-LA) 

and Maine’s collins have four ad-

ditional cosponsors for their Patient 

Freedom Act, which would allow 

states to retain the AcA or construct 

alternatives, and have been hosting 

health care reform conversations with 

moderate senators from both parties, 

including Senators Joe Manchin  

(D-WV) and Heidi Heitkamp (D-nD) 

and a bloc of Republicans includ-

ing Shelley Moore capito (R-WV), 

Murkowski, Rob Portman (R-oH), 

John Mccain (R-AZ), and others who 

are especially concerned about the 

AHcA’s Medicaid cuts.

As this Senate drama unfolds, 

health insurers and consumers 

express worries about the trump 

administration’s commitment to 

keeping the AcA’s insurance market-

places functioning. Administration 

figures have offered varying state-

ments regarding continuation of  

AcA “cost-sharing reduction”  

(cSR) payments to insurers that  

keep deductibles and coinsurance  

affordable for lower-middle-income 

families; on May 22, administration 

and House leaders agreed to post-

pone a hearing on a lawsuit brought 

by House Republicans to end cSR 

payments. trump has stated repeat-

edly that AcA marketplaces are 

“failing,” despite counterindications 

from sources such as the cBo and 

Standard & Poor’s.5 With deliberate 

neglect of state individual insurance 

markets (AcA and private) covering 

approximately 20 million Americans, 

the prospects for massive instability 

are real and worrisome.

Some observers expect a drawn-

out Senate process that could last into 

2018 or beyond. Yet after the May 4 

House passage of the AHcA, Repub-

lican senators began working quickly 

on alternatives, seeking less aggres-

sive but still far-reaching changes to 

the AcA and Medicaid. After failed 

attempts to pass the AHcA in the 

House in March and April, many  

assumed the legislation was dead, 

only to see it reemerge suddenly 

in early May. citizens and medical 

professionals should pay close atten-

tion to this urgent matter affecting 

American society.

Disclosure forms provided by the author are available with the full text of this article at NEJM.org.

This article was published on May 31, 2017, at NEJM.org.

SOURCE INFORMATION:  From the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, Boston.
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on June 4, Huntington Hospital Cancer Center hosted an open house to celebrate 

national cancer  Survivors Day.  Guests reconnected with the physicians  and staff 

who guided them through cancer treatment,  while enjoying delicious food, music 

and an informative break-out session led by Ruth Williamson, MD,  medical director, 

breast cancer services.

 those in attendance were encouraged to write  messages of hope and strength on 

notecards for our  cancer center patients who are currently going through treatment. 

the notecards and a healthful recipe were attached to an herb plant as a reminder that 

hope grows.
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Medical staff meetings

Calendar JULY 2017

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

3

10

noon 
transfusion Subcomm 
n/S 
12:15 p.m. 
oB/GYn Dept
cR 5&6
12:30 pm  
ophthalmology Sect 
Wt 8
MEC: Rescheduled

17

8 a.m.
emergency Medicine   
Section
eD conf. Room

24

noon 
Psychiatry Sect
cR10
noon  
GMe committe
east Room
12:15 p.m. 
urology Sect
cR 5/6

31

7

7 a.m.
ortho Sect
Wt 5/6

14

7:30 a.m. 
neurosurg Sect
cR 11

21

7:30 a.m. 
Spine committee
et 11

28

4

InDePenDence DAY

11

8 a.m.
QM Pre-Agenda
cR c
noon 
critical care Sect
Wt 5/6

18

5:30 p.m.
Surgery committee
cR 5/6

25

7:30 a.m.
Interdisciplinary  
committee
cR c
noon 
Gen Surg Section 
Wt 5/6 
5 p.m. 
Robotic committee
Wt 5/6

 

5

12:15 p.m. 
oB/GYn Peer
Wt 5/6
noon 
cMe committee
Wt 8

12

12:15 p.m. 
oB/GYn committee
Wt 5/6

19

7:30 a.m.
cardiology Sec Peer 
cardio conf. Room 
12:15 p.m. 
credentials committee
cR c

26

12:15 p.m. 
Hem/onc Sect
Wt 5/6

6

noon
Medicine committee
n/S
noon
trauma Services
cR 5/6

13

noon 
QM committee
north/South Room

20

6:30 a.m.
Anest Sec/Peer
cR-7
noon
GI Section
cR 10
noon 
Pt&D committee
cR 5/6
6 p.m. 
Bioethics
cR 5/6

27

noon
cancer committee
Wt 5/6
noon
Pediatric committee
east
noon
IM Peer Review
cR 8 
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Continuing medical education

Calendar JULY 2017

OB/GYN Dept. Mtg

12:15 - 1:15 p.m. 

CR 5 & 6

 

INDEPENDENCE 

DAY

MKSAP 

7:30 - 8:30 a.m. 

Wingate Doctors’ 

Lounge

General MDisc  

Cancer Conf.

12 - 1 p.m.   

Conf. Room 11

HMRI Lecture Series 

4 - 5 p.m., RSH

MKSAP 

7:30 - 8:30 a.m. 

Wingate Doctors’ 

Lounge

General MDisc  

Cancer Conf.

12 - 1 p.m.   

Conf. Room 11

HMRI Lecture Series 

4 - 5 p.m., RSH

MKSAP 

7:30 - 8:30 a.m. 

Wingate Doctors’ 

Lounge

General MDisc  

Cancer Conf.

12 - 1 p.m.   

Conf. Room 11

HMRI Lecture Series 

4 - 5 p.m., RSH

Genitourinary Cancer

Conference 

12 - 1 p.m.   

Conf. Room 11 

Radiology  

Teaching Files 

12 - 1 p.m.   

MRI Conf. Room

Radiology  

Teaching Files 

12 - 1 p.m.   

MRI Conf. Room

Genitourinary Cancer

Conference 

12 - 1 p.m.   

Conf. Room 11 

Radiology  

Teaching Files 

12 - 1 p.m.   

MRI Conf. Room

Cardiac Cath Conf.,  

7:30 - 8:30 a.m.   

Cardiology  

Conference Room 

Radiology  

Teaching Files 

12 - 1 p.m.   

MRI Conf. Room 

Trauma Walk

7 - 8 a.m.

Conf. Room B 

Trauma M&M

8 - 9 a.m.

Conf. Room B

Thoracic Cancer Conf.

12 - 1 p.m.

Conf. Room 11

Surgery M&M

8 - 9 a.m.

Conf. Room B

Trauma Walk

7 - 8 a.m.

Conf. Room B 

Surgery M&M

8 - 9 a.m.

Conf. Room B

Thoracic Cancer Conf.

12 - 1 p.m.

Conf. Room 11

Surgery M&M

8 - 9 a.m.

Conf. Room B

Neurosurgery  

Grand Rounds 

7:30 - 9 a.m.   

Conf. Room 11 

MDisc Breast  

Cancer Conf. 

12 - 1 p.m.  

Conf. Room 11 

Neurosurgery  

Grand Rounds 

7:30 - 9 a.m.   

Conf. Room 11 

Medical Case  

Conference 

12 - 1 p.m.  

RSH

MDisc Breast  

Cancer Conf. 

12 - 1 p.m.  

Conf. Room 11

Neurosurgery  

Grand Rounds 

7:30 - 9 a.m.   

Conf. Room 11 

Medical Case  

Conference 

12 - 1 p.m.  

RSH

MDisc Breast  

Cancer Conf. 

12 - 1 p.m.  

Conf. Room 11

Neurosurgery  

Grand Rounds 

7:30 - 9 a.m.   

Conf. Room 11 

Medical Case  

Conference 

12 - 1 p.m.  

RSH

MDisc Breast  

Cancer Conf. 

12 - 1 p.m.  

Conf. Room 11

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

3 10 17 24 31

4 11 18 25    

5 12 19 26

6 13 20 27

7 14 21 28  
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P.O. Box 7013
Pasadena, CA 91109-7013

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Medical Staff Leadership

Christopher Hedley, MD  |  President

Harry Bowles, MD  |  President Elect

Laura Sirott, MD  |  Secretary/Treasurer

Madhu Anvekar, MD  |  Chair, Credentials Committee

David Lourie, MD  |  Chair, Quality Management Committee

Syeda Ali, MD  |  Chair, Medicine Department

Kathy Walker, MD  |  Chair, OB/GYN Department

John Rodarte, MD  |  Chair, Pediatrics Department

Howard Kaufman, MD  |  Chair, Surgery Department

Glenn D. Littenberg, MD  |  Newsletter Editor-in-Chief

“High Performing” in six adult specialties: Diabetes  Endocrinology, 

Gastroenterology  GI Surgery, Nephrology, Orthopedics, Pulmonology, Urology

“High Performing” in seven common adult procedures and conditions: 

Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm Repair, Heart Failure, Colon Cancer Surgery, 

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), Hip Replacement, Knee Replacement, 

Lung Cancer Surgery

National 
rankings in three 
specialties:

U.S. News  World Report 
ranks Huntington Hospital 

Recognized as Best Regional Hospital/Los Angeles 
in 13 types of care!

#4 in Los Angeles in California#9


